

At 3rd level, a Savant gains the Academic Discipline feature.

The following Patreon-exclusive options are available to the

Savant along with the Academic Disciplines in the base class:  

Engineer Tinker

Occultist Voyager


Engineers use a combination of their brains and brawn to lay

waste to foes. Drawing on their understanding of architecture

and military science they design fortifications and undermine

weak points in enemy fortifications. When given enough time

and resources, a determined Engineer can wreak total havoc

on all but the most formidable defensive structures.


3rd-level Engineer Discipline feature

You gain proficiency in both Athletics and History. Whenever

you make a check with either of these proficiencies you gain

a bonus to your roll equal to one roll of your Intellect Die. If

you are already proficient in either skill you gain proficiency

in another skill from the Savant skill list in its place.

Your knowledge of military science and training with the

arms and armor of warfare grants you the benefits below:

You gain proficiency with carpenter's and mason's tools,

and whenever you make an ability check with either of

tool, you add double your proficiency bonus to your roll.

You gain proficiency in medium armor, shields, and all

martial weapons that do not have the heavy property.


3rd-level Engineer Discipline feature

You use your knowledge of architecture and construction to

create simple structures of wood, stone, dirt, and iron. While

you have access to your carpenter's or mason's tools and the

associated materials, you can build fortifications.

For every 10 minutes you spend, you create one simple

Medium structure made mostly from wood, loose stone or

dirt, or iron. The structures you create in this way have an

Armor Class and hit points equal to 10 + your Savant level.


3rd-level Engineer Discipline feature

You have a keen insight into structural weak points. You can

designate objects and structures as your Focus, and when an

object or structure is your Focus, your melee weapon attacks

against that Focus score an automatic critical hit.

Also, once per turn when you hit your Focus with a melee

weapon attack, you can forgo the bonus damage from Adroit

Analysis to force it to make a Strength saving throw against

your Intellect save DC. On a failed save, the creature suffers

the following effects until the beginning of your next turn:

It's speed is halved and it cannot take reactions.

On its turn it can only use one action or one bonus action,

but not both, and it cannot make more than one attack.


6th-level Engineer Discipline feature

You can attack twice, instead of once, whenever you take the

Attack action on your turn. Moreover, you can take the Dash,

Disengage, or Use an Object action in place of one attack.


6th-level Engineer Discipline feature

You employ your understanding of engineering to reinforce

structures, armor, and shields. Over the course of a long rest,

you can spent 1 hour reinforcing one suit of armor, shield, or

a Large or smaller object you touch. Until the end of the next

long rest, that object grants it wearer (or it gains) resistance

to nonmagical bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing damage.

When you reach 10th level in this class you can reinforce

two items during each long rest, and three at 15th level.


10th-level Engineer Discipline feature

You can highlight critical weak points for your allies. When

you use your Potent Observation reaction on a melee attack

against your Focus, you can force the target of the attack to

make a Constitution saving throw against Sapping Strike in

place of adding the bonus damage to the attack.


15th-level Engineer Discipline feature

You have discovered a combination of chemicals capable of

producing massive explosions. At the end of each long rest,

you produce a Satchel of Explosives that contains a number

of Charges equal to your Savant level.

As an action, you can expend any number of Charges (up

to your Intelligence modifier) from your Satchel to throw an

Explosive at a point within 60 feet. Creatures within 15 feet

of that point must make a Dexterity saving throw against your

Intellect save DC. Targets take thunder damage equal to one

roll of your Intellect Die per Charge you expended on a failed

save, and half as much damage on a success. Any structures

in that area take the maximum amount of thunder damage.

Also, the area within 15 feet of that point becomes difficult

terrain until a creature uses an action to clear a 5-foot area.

https://www.gmbinder.com/share/-M0ZVK6ndhFyImQPF_aJ



While most Savants are welcomed as honored guests at great

places of learning, those who devote themselves to the study

of forbidden knowledge are persecuted for their studies.

Known as Occultists, these reclusive intellectuals spend their

lives collecting bits of obscure and forgotten lore. The more

strange and sinister, the greater their desire to understand it.


3rd-level Occultist Discipline feature

You gain proficiency in both Arcana and Religion. Whenever

you make a check with either of these proficiencies you gain

a bonus to your roll equal to one roll of your Intellect Die. If

you are already proficient in either skill you gain proficiency

in another skill from the Savant skill list in its place.

Your dark studies also grant the following benefits:

You learn to speak, read, and write two extra languages

of your choice. Often, Occultists choose to learn exotic

languages like Abyssal, Infernal, or Deep Speech.

You can learn the following characteristics about your

Focus through Adroit Analysis: its plane of origin, its

spellcasting ability (if it has one) and the highest level

of spell it can cast, or its current alignment.


3rd-level Occultist Discipline feature

You have compiled your esoteric research and occult studies

into a book known as an Occult Tome. Infused with sinister

magicks, your Occult Tome counts as a spellcasting focus for

any of the ritual spells and magical effects contained within.

Ritual Spells Known. Your Tome contains three ritual

spells of your choice of 2nd-level or lower from any spell list.

You can add additional ritual spells to your Occult Tome by

copying them from a spellbook or spell scroll you have in

your possession. For each level of the ritual spell you wish to

add, copying it takes 1 hour per spell level and costs 50 gold

for the rare inks that you need to inscribe it. In order for you

to add a new ritual spell to your Occult Tome, its spell level

must be equal to, or lower than, half your level (rounded up).

Channel Divinity. Your Occult Tome also contains one

Channel Divinity of your choice, from the options available to

Clerics at 2nd level. As an action, you can produce the effect

of a Channel Divinity by using your Occult Tome in place of a

sacred focus. Once you use this Channel Divinity, you must

finish a short or long rest before you can use it again.

Eldritch Invocations. Finally, your Occult Tome contains

the knowledge of one Eldritch Invocation of your choice from

those available to Warlocks. If an Invocation has a Warlock

level prerequisite, you can learn it if your Savant levels meets

that prerequisite, but you must meet any other prerequisites,

like a cantrip or Pact Boon, that the Invocation has.

Spellcasting Ability. Intelligence is your spellcasting

ability for any effects you produce from your Occult Tome as

you have compiled it through years of research. If one of the

effects from your Tome requires a creature to make a saving

throw, it does so against your Intellect save DC.

Finally, you can cast and concentrate on any spell that is

produced from your Occult Tome, even if you have a Focus.


6th-level Occultist Discipline feature

In your research you have unearthed fragments of forbidden

knowledge that grant you strange and sinister abilities. Gain

one additional Eldritch Invocation and one Channel Divinity

following the restrictions of your Occult Tome. However, you

can now learn Channel Divinities available to Clerics of 6th

level or lower. You can use each Channel Divinity you know

once between each short or long rest.

Moreover, whenever you gain a level, you can replace either

one Eldritch Invocation you know with another Invocation, or

one Channel Divinity you know with another Chanel Divinity.


10th-level Occultist Discipline feature

Your words are laced with sinister occult power. Whenever

you add a roll of your Intellect Die to a damage roll, you can

choose for this damage to be necrotic. Moreover, whenever

you deal necrotic damage this way, you can choose to gain

temporary hit points equal to the necrotic damage dealt.

Finally, you learn one additional Eldritch Invocation or

Channel Divinity of your choice.


15th-level Occultist Discipline feature

You have unearthed the forbidden magic of the evil eye. You

add the eyebite spell to your Occult Tome. As an action while

holding your Tome, you can cast eyebite without expending

a spell slot. You can cast eyebite this way a number of times

equal to your Intelligence modifier (minimum of once), and

you regain all expended uses when you finish a long rest.

Optional Rule: Occult Secrets

At their core, Occultists are collectors of forbidden
secrets. Whenever an Occultist Savant would learn
a new Channel Divinity or Eldritch Invocation, they
can instead choose to learn one of the following:

One Totem of their choice from the Shaman.
One Talent of their choice from the Psion.
One Blood Curse from the Blood Hunter.

If any of these features has a level prerequisite,
you can learn them if your Savant level would meet
that level prerequisite. However, you must meet all
other prerequisites these features may have.

https://www.gmbinder.com/share/-NRARRHW6KjsBfrQIzTs
https://www.gmbinder.com/share/-M-6Rt87VW4p1cfPpPWO
https://www.gmbinder.com/share/-MPkCSxSj0OETiEd3Pyf
https://www.gmbinder.com/share/-NLlETPNSzqxgQ92pnd-



Masters of the tactile sciences, the Savants known as Tinkers

put their minds to work creating mechanical creations. They

are constantly on the lookout for new tools to master, an old

process they can improve, or inspiration for a new invention.

The mind of a Tinker is especially elastic, even compared to

other Savants. These masters of learning move through life

assured they are always on the cusp of a new breakthrough.


3rd-level Tinker Discipline feature

You gain proficiency in Investigation, tinker's tools, and two

other tools of your choice. Whenever you make a check with

any of these proficiencies you gain a bonus to your roll equal

to one roll of your Intellect Die. If you are already proficient

in Investigation or tinker's tools you instead gain proficiency

in another skill from the Savant skill list in its place.

Your elastic mind also grants you benefits. You master the

Quick Study Scholarly Pursuit. Unlike other Savants, you can

use Quick Study to improve a tool or skill you are proficient

in, instead of learning a new skill or tool. When you do so, you

can add one roll of your Intellect Die to any ability checks you

make with that skill or tool if you do not already.


3rd-level Tinker Discipline feature

You use your vast intellect to craft wondrous, yet mundane,

inventions. Your inventive potential is represented by a pool

of Inventive Sparks. You have a number of Inventive Sparks

equal to your proficiency bonus + your Intelligence modifier.

Over the course of 10 minutes, you can use tinker's tools

to produce one Wondrous Item of your choice by expending

a number of Inventive Sparks equal to the Wondrous Item's

rarity as indicated in the table below:

Wondrous
Item Rarity

Inventive
Sparks

Wondrous
Item Rarity

Inventive
Sparks

Common 2 Very Rare 11

Uncommon 5 Legendary 13

Rare 9 Artifact 15

Wondrous Items you craft with this feature are considered

mundane mechanical creations last until the end of your next

long rest. When your Wondrous Items expire at the end of a

long rest, they are rendered useless and you regain any of the

Inventive Sparks you expended to create the item.

If a Wondrous Item you creature requires attunement, you

can choose to attune to it as part of the crafting the item. You

cannot create Tomes, Manuals, or Tattoos with this feature.

Finally, you can cast and concentrate on any spell that is

produced from a Wondrous Item, even if you have a Focus.

Spark of Invention: Artifacts

Creating an Artifact Wondrous Item with Spark of
Invention is technically impossible using only the
features from this subclass. Talk to your GM about
finding temporary or expendable Inventive Sparks!


6th-level Tinker Discipline feature

You have constructed a mechanical servant to assist you.

As an action you can use your tinker's tools and expend 2

Inventive Sparks and 10 gold worth of mechanical parts to

create a Mechanical Servant which functions as if you had

cast the find familiar spell with the following changes:

It is non-magical, and its creature type is construct.

It has additional hit points equal to your Savant level.

It is proficient with a set of tools of your choice.


10th-level Tinker Discipline feature

Your skills as an innovator have grown. Using tinker's tools,

you can spent 10 minutes disassembling one Wondrous Item

you have created, regaining any Inventive Sparks expended in

its creation. However, if the Item had any charges that were

expended you regain one less Spark per expended charge.

As part of the same 10 minute process, you can use tinker's

tools to create another Wondrous Item, expending Inventive

Sparks as nomral in its creation.

Finally, whenever you make an ability check with tinker's

tools or the other tool proficiencies you gained from Student

of Innovation, you can treat a d20 roll of 9 or lower as a 10.


15th-level Tinker Discipline feature

You have modified your Mechanical Servant to defend you in

dire situations. As an action, you can touch your Mechanical

Servant with tinker's tools and expend one Inventive Spark to

empower it. When you do so it gains the following benefits:

It uses the giant scorpion stat block, but it is a construct.

It gains additional hit points equal to your Savant level.

Its Armor Class is equal to your Intelligence Score.

If it forces a creature to make a saving throw, it uses your

Intellect save DC in place of the DC in its stat block.

The damage die of its attacks increases to match the size

of your Intellect Die. The damage type stays the same.

It uses your Intelligence, in place of Strength or Dexterity

for its attack and damage rolls against your Focus.

Your Mechanical Servant remains empowered in this way

for up to 1 minute, after which it reverts to its normal form. If

your Mechanical Servant is reduced to 0 hit points while it is

empowered, it is destroyed.




Some Savants are compelled by fate to venture forth into the

unknown. Commonly known as Voyagers, these auspicious

adventurers have a desire to experience everything they can.

Often throwing caution to the wind, these intrepid geniuses

are never truly satisfied with what they have, always desiring

more. Often chosen by Fate, they find success where others

fail, and overcome obstacles that can seem insurmountable.


3rd-level Voyager Discipline feature

You gain proficiency in Athletics and Nature, and whenever

you make a check with either of these proficiencies you gain

a bonus to your roll equal to one roll of your Intellect Die. If

you are already proficient in either skill you gain proficiency

in another skill from the Savant skill list in its place.

Your desire to explore has landed you in many a difficult

situation. You gain the following additional benefits:

You gain proficiency with cartographer's tools, navigator's

tools, and water vehicles. When you make an ability check

any of these tool, you add double your proficiency bonus.

You gain proficiency with improvised weapons and nets.

You have advantage on saving throws to resist exhaustion

caused by exposure or extreme conditions.


3rd-level Voyager Discipline feature

Whether blessed at birth or favored by Fate itself, you have

an uncanny ability to succeed at pivotal moments. This favor

is represented by a pool of Fate Dice. You have a number of

Fate Dice equal to your Intelligence modifier, and you regain

all expended Fate Dice whenever you finish a long rest. Fate

Dice are equal in size to your Intellect Die.

When you miss with an attack roll, or fail an ability check

or saving throw, you can expend one of these Fate Dice, roll

it, and add the result to the attack roll, ability check, or saving

throw, possibly turning your failure into a success.


6th-level Voyager Discipline feature

You were born for a life of adventure and are ready to face

any challenge. You master the Physical Fitness Scholarly

Pursuit. If you have already mastered this Scholarly Pursuit,

you can instead master Perfect Recall or Traditions.

You also regain any expended Fate Dice whenever you

finish a short or long rest.


6th-level Voyager Discipline feature

You have a way of finding what you are looking for when all

hope seems lost. As an action you can use navigator's tools

and expend one Fate Die to mimic the effects of find traps,

locate animals or plants, or locate object for up to 1 hour.

When you reach 10th level in this class you learn to use

navigator's tools to mimic the effects of find the path.


10th-level Voyager Discipline feature

Your sheer determination allows you to bend Fate for those

around you. When another creature that can hear you misses

with an attack roll, or fails an ability check or saving throw,

you can use a reaction to expend a Fate Die, roll it, and add it

to the creature's roll, possibly turning failure into success.


15th-level Voyager Discipline feature

You can will success when the outcome seems impossible.

When you or a creature you can see within 60 feet, makes an

ability check or a saving throw, you can substitute the d20 roll

with your Intelligence score. You must use this feature before

you or the target rolls for the ability check or saving throw.

Once you use this feature you must finish a short or long

rest before you can use it again.
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